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Dear Vice P nt Dombrovskis,
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Dire 20141651EU (MiFlD ll) and Regulation No 600/2014 (MiFlR) require the Commission,
after consulting ESMA, to present a number of review reports on the functioning of M|FID
ll/MiFlR to the European Parliament and the Council.

With this letter, ESMA is submitting its report to the Commission on C6 energy derivative
contracts (related to coal and oil). ESMA has liaised with ACER when preparing this report.

The ESMA report focuses on the current temporary regime for C6 energy derivative contracts.
Until 3 January 2021 these contracts are temporarily exempted from the clearing obligation
and from the requirement to exchange collateral for contracts entered into by non-financial
counterparties that are above the clearing threshold (NFC+; or by investment firms authorised
for the first time as of 3 January 2018.|n addition, this temporary regime also excludes C6
energy derivative contracts from the calculation for the purpose of the clearing thresholds.

Overall, the analysis undertaken by ESMA leads to the conclusion that changing the regime
now for C6 energy derivatives is not expected to have an immediate major impact.
Furthermore, the report highlights that in the current context of uncertainty with the withdrawal
of the United Kingdom from the Union, where an important share of the CG energy derivatives
contracts are either traded or cleared, it would be more prudent to wait before considering a
change to the current regime.

ESMA is working on further review reports that we will submit to the Commission in the
upcoming months.
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ln case you have any questions or comments regarding the report, please contact me or
Fabrizio Planta, Head of the Markets and Data Reporting Department.

Yours sincerely,

cc Mr John Berrigan, Director General, DG Financial Stability, Financial Services and
Capital Markets Union, European Commission
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